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This third issue marks Æ’s transition to becoming a free, web-based PDF magazine. Sign yourself,
your friends, family and rich benefactor acquaintances up to the mailing list on the website to
receive Æ by email every three months.
The breadth of the magazine is also expanding. We are now actively looking for Aspiring and
Emerging talent in the fields of music and the audio-visual arts. Please contact us to contribute.
The audio-visual element of Æ commences this issue with a video installation by American performance art collective Immediate Medium which can be viewed at www.ae-magazine.com/audiovisual. In the magazine feature, the group members footnote each other’s accounts of their experiences with the piece. In “Critical Unrealism,” Oliver Longden critiques a critique of art criticism
in an imagined Thatcher Britain.
Fashion comes from Switzerland and France. In a dull Geneva laundromat, four Swiss kids
embrace the ennui in the turning drums and the exhaustion of the spin dryers while in Paris, four
fancy bags wear a clatter of Parisiennes about town.
The protagonist’s anxiety in the short story “Tag” associates his general disregard for his apparel
with a veritable sartorial Metamorphosis on the back of his neck. “Mud and Champagne” recounts
an unsuccessful seduction involving a shrewish interlocutor and a red, red door which just won’t
fade like everything else. As always, illustrations from all over the world accompany the texts.
The next issue is out May 1. Stay with us.
Don
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original approach, feckless execution and ruthless experimentation.
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Mud and
Champagne

by Brent Powers
Illustrated by Eduardo Infante

So there I was standing barefoot in the mud, daintily sipping champagne from a tall
flute, you'd think I was at some special event, premier, fundraiser, something, but
here we are in the same old western town where we've always been and everyone's
laughing. Understandable, given the situation. It's pouring down rain, the silver's
moved on, and there's just no reason to be here any more ... Things don't work
here. Never have. But we celebrate anyway. Especially when it rains, I don't know
why. No one's sown any crops out there. We've got no use for the rain except to
stand out here sinking into the mud while we hoist our fancy-assed flutes and make
toasts. Here's to ... whatever. Here's to some other thing. Mostly we toast what is
gone. The silver load, those who've gone and died, the last time the mail came
through. We get good and drunk. We try to write our names in the mud before
they disappear but we can't because of the rain. People make bets on it. If you can
finish writing your whole name in the mud before the rain washes any of it out,
even if it persists for just the second it takes to read it, you win. What do you win,
though? Well, nothing, you just win. Everybody claps their hands and says, you
win, yay, and we toast that. It seems like a pretty good thing to do.
"Where you now, Beaver?" Molly said, leaning over the piano bar.
I shook it all off and reached for my champagne. No, mineral water, twist of lime.
"My old job," I told her.
"What was that?"
"Well, it's funny, you know. It was nothing. We didn't do anything at all except
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drink champagne."
"What?" she said with a breathy laugh.
"Well, yeah, we just sort of stood around in this western town out in the middle of
nowhere. We stood out in the middle of the street with no shoes on. It was always
raining and we stood out there in the mud and made toasts."
"What did you toast?"
"Nothing," I said. "Just whatever came up. I remember we toasted the red door
on the church. We toasted that because it managed to stay red. That was an accomplishment in a town where things mostly got bleached out. Everything got all gray
from the rain except for that door. I think some Chinese guy used lacquer on it,
then he left. We toasted him, and we toasted the door. I remember him painting it,
taking the coins someone gave him, then tipping his derby hat as he walked away
backwards and slowly faded into
the blur. Strange character. Just
came out of nowhere and painted
the door."
She sighed and looked flattened.
I signaled the waiter.
"No," she said. "This isn't
working, is it?"
"No," I admitted.
She looked at me sadly for a long
time. "So, what did you think?
We were going to sit here in this
swank bar and talk meaninglessly, have dinner maybe? Then
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we'd go home to your place or my place and jump into bed? Let me turn on some
music. Should I use something? You make up a life you say you had and I'm supposed to be impressed?"
"Yeah. That sort of thing."
She got up. Someone brought her a coat and draped it over her shoulders. She
held her purse in both hands and slumped and sighed again. The doorman came
over and said something to her and she nodded.
"There's my cab," she said.
"Well, OK," I said, smiling. "But have you ever been anywhere like that? A funny
old western town with only mud and champagne, no point to it? You just stand
there in the mud without shoes and you toast any old thing. Dead people, people
who've gone on, a red door? No? Well."
"I don't think I'll be seeing
you," she said.
"No. Probably not. Why should
you? Just try to remember it,
though. Try to remember what I
used to do. It might ... I don't
know, it could help or something. It could find a meaning in
the right situation when you say
it to someone."
But I was watching her back as
she moved quickly out of the
room.

Æ Fashion

My Beautiful Laundrette
Styled by: Alan Prada
Clothes by: Le Laboratoire, Carole Souiller and Chappuis.
Models: Alexandre, Chen, Dylan, Lancelot
Photgraphed by: Aurélien Bergot
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Striped and drawn-on sweater by Le Laboratoire,
Purple dress by Carole Souiller
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Grey wool sweater with antique Japanese fabric application by Chappuis
Black leather obi belt, stylist's own
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Sweater by Le Laboratoire,
Brown scarf from Plainpalais flea market, Geneva
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Angel print dress by Le Laboratoire
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Boring (boing!)
by Immediate Medium
American performance art collective
Immediate Medium conceived “boring
(boing!)” as a performance piece
examining youth culture, loneliness,
escapism, selfdestruction,
and the pursuit
of the unattainable ideal.
Drawing inspiration for their
p e r fo r m a n c e
piece
from
competitive
athletics,
college drinking culture and
the murders of Jose and Kitty
Menendez by their teenage sons in
Beverly Hills, California in 1989,
Immediate Medium obsessively play
drinking games, sing, build towers,
play video games and recite love letters
while simultaneously performing activities making these deceptively simple
tasks impossible to sustain.

In "boring (boing!)," Immediate
Medium imagine a world of young people indulging in compulsive behaviors
that ultimately drive them towards
(self-) destruction.
The group has performed the piece
since its conception in 2002.
Immediate
Medium work in
iterations, always
knee-deep in a battle for integration with the threat of
disintegration just
one snide comment away.
Collaborators Esteban Arboleda,
Gabrielle Demeestere, JJ Lind, Mike
Smart, Maki Takenouchi, Guy Penini
and Liz Vacco each describe in 100
words the making of "boring
(boing!)." Then they each edited what
the others wrote.
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To see the Boring (boing!) installation, please visit the audio-visual section of
our website: www.ae-magazine.com
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Text and artwork by Mark Wagner

I have been tolerating the scratching at the back of my neck for several blocks, but
now the irritation grows in intensity and demands attention. I think for a moment
that the discomfort must be caused by a garment tag on the inside of my shirt. But
this cannot be, because I always cut the tags out of my shirts specifically so they
will not scratch at the back of my neck.
Maybe the itching is due to some misplaced piece of garbage in my shirt – a scrap
of paper or a bit of tape that found its way there while the shirt was lying crumpled
on my bedroom floor. Maybe a spider has taken up residence in my clothing and is
now biting me as punishment for trespassing.
I send my left hand to identify and relieve the problem. Reach back. Shimmy
underneath coat and collar. Maneuver to the area of irritation. And find that there
is indeed a tag back there.
It seems to me that there is probably some basic personality difference between
people who read the labels on their clothing and those who don’t. All that sewn-in
literature detailing size, care, brand, and construction that accompanies every
garment.
I like tags, even though I don’t like them on my clothes and never pay attention to
their information. They have a concentrated, jewel-like, graphic beauty. I save all
the tags I cut from my clothing. I can’t imagine I’ll ever do anything with them, but
I revel in the quantity I have.
I’m happy I’ll be able to add this tag to the pile with the others when I return home.
My left hand stays behind my head, scratching my neck to relieve the discomfort,
but my hand becomes confused. There is something odd about this tag. So I send
my right hand back to help investigate. It’s when I pry my shirt away from my back
that the problem becomes clear...
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The tag isn’t attached to my shirt. It’s attached to me.
That’s silly. Stupid. Impossible. I pull at it, and it won’t come off. I twist it, and my
skin twists too. I dig with my fingernails at the edge and find stitches there. It is
attached. It’s sewn into me.
What does it say? Does it list my fiber content or blood type? Does it name my
manufacturer? If so, who would it name – Mom and Dad or some higher power?
Would it just give a name or would they have some flashy logo?
What a stupid, frustrating place to put a tag. How am I ever supposed to read it
back there?
The itching gets worse the more I think about it.
Who could I ask to look at the tag and tell me what it says? What if it contains
information that could be used against me – something about my weaknesses or
embarrassing personal measurements? Who could I trust not to spread such information around?
I want to rip the thing out right now just to get rid of it. Could I do that? Or would
that sever the wrong threads and undo some vital seam running around my neck or
down the center of my back?
Maybe I should wait until I have a scissors handy and cut it off. But even if I trim it
as close as possible there will still be some stub of a tag left behind. Those stubs of
tag can be more irritating than the entire tag was to begin with. The itching is bad
enough now – I would hate for it to get worse.
What if I’m not taking proper care of myself? Have I been bathing incorrectly? I
never pay attention to the instructions on my clothes, and look what happens to
them. They end up shrinking or fading or melting – threadbare and falling apart.
I picture myself falling apart and decide to sit down and clear my head.
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I go into a cafe, avoiding eye contact with the other patrons. The tag itching more
than ever, I’m scratching and pulling at it as I walk to the counter. When the
woman asks for my order she spots the hand behind my head. I know she must
think I’m only fixing my hair or adjusting my collar, but still I let go of the tag from
embarrassment.

tumble dry.”

I take my coffee from the counter and find a seat against the wall.

I start to think that it isn’t so bad having a tag after all. A difference in the skin’s
terrain that is somewhat personal and somehow reassuring...like a belly button or
a birthmark or a long-healed scar. A small reminder that you are you.

I know I could never contort myself enough in front of a mirror to see it, and using
two mirrors wouldn’t work because my eyes are too poor. So I feel the tag carefully. It is smooth and supple, broad and doubled back on itself. It is sewn into my
neck as a loop, and I can stick my finger through the opening. Pulling on it does
not hurt.
I can just barely detect the embroidery...an ever so slight texture on the silky surface.
Was it attached after my birth, or was I born with it there? Did the doctor sew it
on, or is it part of my genetic code? How could I have overlooked the thing for so
long?
Why isn’t the tag on my leg or under my arm? Even on my butt I would be able to
read it.

The itch gradually dissipates as I sit drinking my coffee. Some chance occurrence
it seems, and not an irritation born from the tag itself. By the time I am finished
with my first cup the itch is gone entirely.

My second cup of coffee is sitting on the counter while I fumble in my pockets for
the change to pay.
As I give the money over with one hand, I reach back with the other to reassure myself
the tag is still there. I smile. The woman behind the counter returns my smile.
As she turns to reach for something high on the shelf behind her, I’m pretending to
make adjustments to my coffee, but really I’m looking carefully at the back of her neck.

House in the Shape of ‘G’

Maybe the tag isn’t meant for me to read. Maybe the tag was for my mother’s
prompting: “Feed often, hand-wash only, hum to sleep, change diaper as needed.”

watching horses from above
through folds of
a red cloak
duelers half-sunken in
sand beside prospectors
roaming toward the reddest
hill where a city stands
bless this home
like a half-fulfilled hope
a general’s cap
a myth reenacted
recognized by few though
I have a trick up my sleeve!
other things too
as we dip our spoons
into the still life though
peeking over the hills
of mud one finds houses
that will outlast us
the shadow of Destiny leaping

Or maybe the instructions are for a lover: “Gentle cycle, warm lips, nibble ear,

Evan Kennedy

It’s possible that the tag’s placement is some kind of convention. When I was
young I had a teddy bear that had a tag on the back of its neck too. Before I knew
how to read, I thought the words there might have said, “use tag as handle while
carrying bear.” So I did. By the time I could read, all the writing had worn off, so I
never knew what it really said.
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Tala, Agatha, Lucy
and Grace

Photographed by: Anna Acquistapace
Models: Amina, Judy and Sinéad
Styled by: Anna, Don, Giulia and Synneve
Featured Labels: Synneve & Giulia,
Derome Brenner

Tala bag in citron leather, Synneve & Giulia
Grace bag in teak bird print with blush leather, Synneve & Giulia
Earrings, Derome Brenner
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Agatha bag in teak leather and petrol stitching,
Synneve & Giulia

Grace bag in navy leather with petrol stitching, Synneve & Giulia
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Critical Unrealism

by Oliver Longden
Illustrated by Justin Edward Moore Bednarz

The idea that everyone can be an artist is a popular assumption, flying in the face
of T.S. Eliot, Byron and Crowley who tended to see art as belonging to the independently wealthy who could devote their lives to it. The condition of urban
squalor does at least have a pedigree almost as fine as the condition of constant
boredom which seems to afflict the wealthy but what of the middle, the proper
middle classes who have leisure (but not too much) and disposable income? What
art have they ever created? Where are their struggles told?

Lucy pochette in cream satin ribbon weave,
Synneve & Giulia

The answer is, unsurprisingly, that it doesn't get told all that often. Stockbrokers
and lawyers become cartoonists and not visionaries, by and large. The things that
tend to cripple them in early middle age are irony and cleverness. It must be a terrible thing to wake up one morning and see through the ghastly charade of middle
class life in the Cotswolds and the city, and find that your only response to this
nightmare is to say something clever and incisive which changes the world in no
meaningful way. Indeed, its only effect is to feed the next generation who lap it all
up through the Sunday supplements and spend their lives wishing they could be as
clever and ironic. Meanwhile, the idle rich will continue writing their folio works
and the dossers on the dole will continue sawing up cattle and hanging around at
dreadful parties populated by other people who think that sort of thing is clever.
The only art movement which can be ascribed clearly and decisively to the middle
classes, to the exclusion of all else, was started by an accountant from Guiseley, in
England, in the late eighties. It was called critical unrealism and started innocuously enough when Jonathon Richards took his then girlfriend to the Leeds City
Art Gallery in 1989 because they had nothing to talk about. There was an exhibition of transhumanist art on display and Richards overheard a group of art journalists savaging the work. As he himself later said: "All art is about provoking a reaction, getting talked about and mentioned in the culture supplements. It seemed
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natural to me to want to control that reaction, the same way I controlled my
expense account." The event seems small enough but it played on Richards’ mind
and he found that when he returned home to Guiseley, having discussed the exhibition with his girlfriend, he felt compelled to find out more. That weekend he
bought the Sunday papers, both local and national, and read the reviews of the
exhibition with a growing excitement. The art itself was unimportant; he was
amazed at the vitriol of the reactions to it, the importance which people attached
to it.
Richards had to go back to work the next day but something had got hold of him.
He found himself unable to focus on his accounts and the day-to-day business of
accountancy seemed boring in a way that it never had before.
There was something missing and, for once, his first reaction to it was not simply
to catalogue and index it as material for his midlife crisis. There was something he
described as "a need" growing within him, a need to participate in the art scene.
Unlike many who have found themselves drawn to art, he felt no need to give up his
day job, go to more galleries or hang around with other artists. He was drawn to
the reaction which art receives. The next weekend he bought the Sunday issue of
the Yorkshire Evening Post and scoured the listings for local galleries. There was a
cafe bar in Guiseley called “V” which exhibited work by local artists. That was all
he needed. He was about to make history.
The very next week, using his time after work, Jonathon Richards created the first
work of critical unrealism by writing to the Yorkshire Evening Post submitting a
scathing review of an exhibition he had seen at the cafe bar in Guiseley of works by
a young artist called Jonathon Richards. An extract of the review will give some
idea of its flavour:
"Mr Richards seems to think the public will be stimulated by his haphazard melding of expressionism and abstract stylings while asking them to swallow some of
the most banal social satire since Ben Elton picked up a microphone.
Haven't we heard enough about Thatcher yet? None of the pieces on display here
are saying anything new or interesting about our current situation. Yuppy culture
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is in its death throes already and the last thing we need is more angry young artists
clinging desperately to the past when they could be looking to the future. Victor
Montoya's collage collection, currently on display in Saltaire, does a far better job
of critiquing Thatcher's underlying hypocrisy and draws on a much more diverse
cultural background. Richards is trapped in a narrow furrow." (Yorkshire Evening
Post 22/01/1989)
The review appeared in the Sunday edition of the Yorkshire Evening Post which
has now become something of a collector’s item for fans of the movement. The
review might have been written off as a prank, a harmless experiment in how much
people believe what they read were it not for a man named Arthur Tanning (another accountant) who wrote to the newspaper to complain that Richards' work had
been grossly misrepresented and argued, in specific terms, that he was one of the
most exciting artists to have emerged in the decade.
This was the catalyst for the creation of the entire movement. Initially, of course,
the movement was formless and centred very much around Leeds and the surrounding area, but gradually word spread and soon critical unrealist reviews were
appearing in papers and art magazines all over the country. It retained, to the very
end, a strong middle-class flavour; the act of removing the actual art from the
social equation remained most appealing to those who had already had every trace
of creativity sucked out of them. As Brian Dott (who collaborated with Richards on
the Tate project in 1994) observed: "We don't really need art to generate a reaction because no one really understands art, but I work in advertising. That means
I understand people. Critical unrealism is only concerned with people's reactions
and I don't need to create anything to generate a reaction."
The end of critical unrealism is generally held to have happened in 1994 with the
Tate project, when a group of critical unrealists headed by Richards collaborated
on a showcase at the Tate Modern Gallery in London. The media interest in the
event was unparalleled, with more people than ever before claiming to have visited the exhibition. Critical unrealism enjoyed a brief moment in the spotlight but
the forces which had created it were not equipped to handle the level of publicity
it was receiving, especially since none of the main artists working in the movement
had ever met or even spoken to each other. The newcomers seemed unable to tap
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into the unconscious vibe which enabled Richards, Tanning, Dott, Creaver and
the others to work together.
The pioneers of the movement moved on and by the middle of the 90s critical
unrealism was effectively dead. Jonathon Richards has gone on to do interesting
work with the concept of unrealism by issuing statements describing, in loving
detail, the art he would like to create if only he had any talent for it and the way it
would make people feel. As he gets older a mournful streak has emerged and his
"statements of intent" have a small but dedicated following in the art community.
In interviews Richards is philosophical about critical unrealism. "It was part of my
development, something I had to get out of my system. I was just lucky that there
were some other people out there who felt the same way. It was always going to
have a limited shelf-life because once it reached a certain level of public awareness
then everyone had to have a piece of the joke. That was the thing that most people
couldn't understand about us, it wasn't a joke to us. When everyone thought it
was a joke it somehow became a joke - that's the way art works I guess. You have
to just shrug and move on with your life. I met Anthony Mead last year, he's got bitter about it because he quit his job while the money was still coming in. He told me
he was thinking of becoming a cartoonist. Me, I'm still slaving away at Arthur
Andersen. I much prefer working in pure unrealism, its honest in a way that critical unrealism could never be. I miss the collaborative side of critical unrealism,
that was what made it special for me."
The internet has effectively killed critical unrealism for good. It was a movement
which fed at least partly on ignorance, and the great strides which have been made
in the spread of information make it harder and harder to achieve the right balance. The middle classes have fallen silent, retreating once again to the comfortable world of Scott Adams and, ironically, still get most of their culture from the
Sunday supplements Richards used to convey his viral anti-art. The art world continues its great and terrible voyage up its own backside and the critics seem to have
learned nothing from critical unrealism's subversion.
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a cartoon by Adrian Duncan
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Anna Acquistapace, 25, is from Berkeley, California but has been in Paris for the past five years. She studied politics and
spent time working for the French administration, found that it wilted her soul and moved on to better things involving art and
photography. She wants to do beautiful, playful, serious things.
Justin Edward Moore Bednarz, 21, is from Detroit, Michigan but now resides in Baltimore, Maryland where he is a children’s book
illustrator, a web interface designer/illustrator, a line chef, a writer and a student at the Maryland Institute College of Art. He would
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Aurélien Bergot, 26, is a photographer from Geneva, Switzerland. He studies at the School of Fine Art in Geneva and the
Vevey Photography School. www.aurelienbergot.com, www.cortez40.com
Derome Brenner is a jewellery and eyewear label founded in 2004 in Paris - www.deromebrenner.com

Chappuis is a Geveva-based label set up by Swiss designer Aline Chappuis, more information at www.mychappuis.com
Adrian Duncan, 27, is an engineer by day and a cartoonist by night. He lives in Dublin, www.maycontainnuts.info
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Evan Kennedy, 22, is a Texan now living in Brooklyn, New York. He is a research assistant and poet.

Le Laboratoire is a five year-old Lausanne, Switzerland-based male and female fashion duo. www.le-laboratoire.com
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Brent Powers, 61, is from Burbank, California but now lives in Redwood City, California. He went to college to avoid the
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story first appeared in US online literary magazine Bewildering Stories.

Alan Prada, 25, is from Lugano, Switzerland. He lives in Milan where he works for Italian Elle. He is an art historian by training but
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Arts Appliqués in Geneva in 2003 and has since been working on her own creations. www.fashionshow.ch/carolesouiller

Synneve & Giulia is a two year old Paris-based accessory and bag label founded by Italian-American Giulia Ceccacci and
Swede Synneve Thylefors, both 28. Both studied at the Rhode Island School of Design. For a list of points of sale, consult the
website: www.synneveandgiulia.com
Mark Wagner is an artist/writer working in Brooklyn, New York. He is the proprietor of Bird Brain Press, and co-founder of
The Booklyn Artists Alliance (www.booklyn.org). "Tag" was originally published in an edition of twelve artist books with
hand-written text and sewn garment tags.
Editorial

Don Duncan, 26, is from Ireland and now lives in Paris where he is a journalist. He has studied literature and experienced a
short-lived flirtation with fashion design. He wants to write more and put together books and magazines.

Peter Joseph works in the editorial department of Thomas Dunne Books, an imprint of St. Martin's Press in New York and is
an associate editor for PopMatters, an international magazine of cultural criticism. A native of Massachusetts, he currently
lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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